Imaging the post-operative meniscus.
Considerable developments have occurred in meniscal surgery, and consequently in the imaging of post-operative menisci, over the last 15 years. A drive to preserve meniscal physiologic function for as long as possible, in order to delay osteoarthrosis, has resulted in limited partial meniscectomies, meniscal repairs and meniscal transplants. Each of these techniques affects the imaging appearance of the meniscus, reducing the accuracy of conventional MRI in predicting recurrent tears. The specificity of conventional MRI can be improved by employing at least two T2-weighted sequences, but this still leaves a shortfall in sensitivity. In an attempt to increase the diagnostic accuracy of cross-sectional imaging, MR arthrography (MRA) and CT arthrography (CTA), have been applied to the post-operative meniscus. Sensitivities and specificities for these two techniques approach 90% in predicting recurrent meniscal tears. In the setting of clinical symptoms and gross meniscal deficiency, meniscal allografts are being transplanted with increasing frequency. In these transplants meniscal degeneration, fragmentation and separation are common findings, but the role of imaging in the management of these patients has not yet been well defined. This review explores the imaging techniques available for the evaluation of the post-operative meniscus, their strengths and weaknesses, and the reasons that they may find a place in a rational strategy for imaging of the symptomatic post-operative knee.